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Abstract—We investigate dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) for a network-on-chip (NoC) based H.264 video
decoder. The investigation is done using a simulation framework that combines both the communication, i.e. the NoC, and
the processing, i.e., H.264 modules, components into the same
simulation. This approach allows for the NoC to be exercised
with truly real traffic instead of synthetic traffic because the
H.264 modules process real data provided by the actual video
streams supplied as input into the decoder. Therefore, the NoC
design and optimization can be done by directly considering the
workload under which the NoC will operate later on. Because
truly real rather than synthetic traffic is utilized, evaluation of
different NoC design choices is more accurate. Our investigation
demonstrates that we are able to evaluate different NoC mapping
solutions to asses the impact of a given DVFS strategy toward
identifying optimal NoC design solutions for the specific case of
an H.264 video decoder.
Index Terms—network-on-chip; H.264 video decoder; DVFS;
hybrid simulation;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) replace design-specific global
on-chip wires with a generic on-chip interconnection network
implemented by specialized routers that connect generic processing elements (PEs) − such as processors, ASICs, FPGAs,
memories, etc. − to the network and facilitate communications
or links between them. NoCs are predicted to become the
primary communication paradigm for integrated circuits with
increasingly large number of cores, such as chip multiprocessors (CMPs) and multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs)
[1], [2]. The benefits of the NoC based SoC design include
scalability, predictability, and higher bandwidth with support
for concurrent communications. Since the idea of routing
packets instead of wires was proposed in the early 2000’s,
the NoC concept has grown into a rich research topic, with
numerous papers published on this topic [3].
The most popular approach in studying Networks-on-Chip
(NoCs) is to use NoC simulators. In fact, in many cases,
especially when the number of PEs is very large and hardware
implementations are not yet available, simulators are the only
way to investigate the performance characteristics of design
ideas related to NoCs. As such, several NoC simulators have
been implemented and released to the pubic domain including
BookSim, Noxim, Garnet, and VNOC [4]–[7]. Moreover, simulators are used to develop design and optimization methods
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for NoCs and to evaluate various design decisions. For example, NoC simulators can used to evaluate specific dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) algorithms for NoCs
[10].
However, one of the main limitations of such simulation
tools is that they usually simulate synthetic traffic including
uniform random, transpose, and hotspot. In such cases, the
NoC is not exercised with realistic workload/traffic and thus
optimization techniques may be misled to suboptimal solutions. The closest approaches to simulating realistic workloads
include self-similar traffic generators and application specific
trace files. However, self-similar traffic is still synthetic while
trace files are cumbersome to work with, do not include actual
payload data inside the trace files but only injection times and
number of injected packets, and cannot be used in set-ups
where DVFS is utilized because packet injection times change
under DVFS conditions. Yet another approach to simulate
realistic NoC workloads is to use full-system simulators such
as Gem5, which has integrated the Garnet NoC model [8].
The limitation of this approach is that one is limited to only
simulating chip multiprocessors, where all the PE are usually
Alpha or X86 processor architectures. It cannot be used to
simulate specific MPSoCs such as multimedia applications
where the processing elements are not processors but rather
heterogeneous modules with specific functionality.
To address this limitation of current NoC simulators in
the context of an NoC based H.264 video decoder, in our
previous work [9] we presented a new simulation framework
that combines both the NoC with the H.264 video decoder
modules. By simulating concurrently both the NoC and the
functionality of the H.264 application, we effectively operate
the NoC under truly real traffic. In this paper, we utilize
this simulation framework to investigate the DVFS algorithm
proposed in [10] applied to the NoC based H.264 video
decoder.
II. C OMBINED N O C AND H.264 V IDEO D ECODER
S IMULATION F RAMEWORK
In this section, we present a short description of the
VNOC+H.264 video decoder full system simulation framework which we reported initially in our previous work and
which we employ here as a platform to investigate the DVFS
algorithm. Further details on the architecture of this simulation
framework can be found in [9].
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Fig. 2. Hierarchy of objects that make up the code architecture of the VNOC+H.264 video decoder simulation framework.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the mapping of the application modules to the routers
of the NoC architecture.

inside each router, which operates as a voltage frequency
island (VFI) and is primarily composed of two steps that are
executed at the end of each control period. First, it uses history
based predictors to predict link and buffer utilizations denoted
as LU and BU, respectively. These predictions are used to
forecast the future network load. History based prediction
works with a predefined history window (as a number of
control periods), during which the variable of interest, x, is
sampled and then averaged at the end of the window. To
predict the average value of the variable of interest, xpred ,
for the next history window, the following equation is used:
xpred =

W × xcurr + xpast
W +1

(1)

where, xcurr is the computed average value of the variable of
interest in the current history window, xpast is the previous
prediction made during the past history window, and W is a
user set parameter.
In the second step, the predictions are used to decide
whether to throttle or boost the router’s frequency in response
to the forecast congestion in the neighboring routers. In other

Algorithm: Distributed DVFS for Congestion and Power Reduction
1: Start with each router set at fbase and V DDbase
2: At end of each control period, calculate predicted BU and LU
3: for all input buffers of each router and the links that drive them
4: for i ← 1 to n do // n: number of routers
5:
counterswitch−down = 0, counterswitch−up = 0
6:
for j ← 1 to 4 do // 4: number of output ports
j
j
j
7:
BUpred
= (W ∗ BUcurr
+ BUlast
)/(W + 1)
j
j
8:
BUlast = BUpred
j
j
j
9:
LUpred
= (W ∗ LUcurr
+ LUlast
)/(W + 1)
j
j
10:
LUlast = LUpred
j
11:
if BUpred
< BUcongested then // BUcongested = 0.5
12:
Tlow = T Llow , Thigh = T Lhigh // 0.3, 0.4
13:
else
14:
Tlow = T Hlow , Thigh = T Hhigh // 0.6, 0.7
15:
end if
j
16:
if LUpred
< Tlow then
17:
Frequency of this link to be switched down
18:
counterswitch−down = counterswitch−down + 1
j
19:
else if LUpred
> Thigh then
20:
Frequency of this link to be switched up
21:
counterswitch−up = counterswitch−up + 1
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
if counterswitch−up > 0 then
25:
Increase frequency of this router
26:
else if counterswitch−down > 0 then
27:
Decrease/throttle frequency of this router
28:
else
29:
Keep the same frequency for this router
30:
end if
31: end for
Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the distributed DVFS algorithm that we investigate
in this paper using the VNOC+H.264 video decoder full system simulation
framework discussed in section II.

words, frequency is tuned proactively, thereby addressing
potential congestion issues and reducing power consumption.
This DVFS algorithm was studied in [10] for NoCs exercised
with synthetic traffic only. It was reported that when frequency
throttle was used only, power consumption could be reduced
by up to 50% while the network latency was only slightly
degraded. When frequency boost was also used, in addition
to significant power reductions, network latency was also
improved for high packet injection rates only. In the next
section, we investigate this DVFS algorithm for an NoC where
the traffic is truly real because it is generated during the
combined simulation of both the NoC and the H.264 video
decoder modules.

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we report simulation results obtained with
the proposed VNOC+H.264 video decoder simulation framework. We used ten diverse H.264 encoded video streams as
our benchmarks, which we downloaded from [12], [13]. These
video streams are real encoded videos that we feed as input
into the video decoder, which decodes and displays them. All
these video streams contain 100 frames and each frame is
352x288 pixels. The default NoC architectural configuration
parameters utilized in our simulations are shown in Table I. To
estimate the power consumption, the simulator is integrated
with the Orion 2.0 power model for NoCs for a 65nm
technology node [14], validated with real data from the Intel’s
80 core chip [15].
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TABLE I
N O C AND DVFS ALGORITHM CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS .
Parameter
Value
NoC topology
Mesh
Size
3x3
Input buffer size
16
Output buffer size
16
Packet size
6
Flit size
16
Link length [mm]
2
Virtual channel number
2
Routing algorithm
XY
Base frequency and voltage
[2GHz, 1.2V]
Throttle frequencies and voltages [1.8GHz, 1.1V], [1.6GHz, 1V]
Boost frequency and voltage
[2.5GHz, 1.2V]
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In our investigation we selected four different placements
corresponding to four different mappings of the seven H.264
video modules to seven of the nine routers of the 3x3 regular
mesh NoC. These placements are shown in Fig.5.
Each of these placements are simulated using the ten different video stream benchmarks, which are provided as actual
input into the video decoder. By feeding these video streams
as input into the full system simulator, we effectively exercise
the network-on-chip with truly real traffic. The nature of this
traffic is determined by the functionality of the H.264 decoder
application and the content of the video stream supplied as
input. Thus, we are able to emulate the operation of the entire
NoC based H.264 video decoder system as a whole as closely
as possible to a real hardware implementation.
The objective of these simulations is to see the impact of
the NoC mapping on power consumption, average latency, and
power delay product (PDP). The results are summarized in
Fig.6. These results show that the placement1 from Fig.5.a
is the best one, which is what we expected because it was
manually done such that highly communicating video modules
were placed as close as possible.
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Fig. 5. Four different manual placements of the H.264 video decoder modules
to a 3x3 regular mesh NoC. Each of the modules is mapped to its own router
of the NoC to which is connected via the network interface.

B. Impact of DVFS Algorithm
In the second set of simulations, we investigate the impact of
the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) algorithm
studied in [10] using the placement1 that was found the best

in the previous section. Each of these simulations is done
with and without the DVFS algorithm being enabled. The
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Fig. 6. Investigation of the impact of video decoder module placements on
power, latency, and power delay product of the NoC. The horizontal axis
lists the name of the video stream benchmarks. (a) Power consumption, (b)
Average network latency, (c) Power delay product (PDP).

Fig. 7. Investigation of the impact of DVFS on power, latency, and power
delay product. The horizontal axis lists the name of the video stream
benchmarks. (a) Power consumption, (b) Average network latency, (c) Power
delay product (PDP).

reference or base case is when DVFS is turned off. When the
DVFS algorithm is turned on, all the routers are set initially to
the base frequency and base voltage. Then, as the simulation
progresses, frequencies and voltages are changed dynamically
as described in Fig. 4. Following the approach in [10], we
have ran our simulations for different lengths of the history
window (HW) that characterizes the link and buffer utilization
predictors.
With DVFS turned on, we investigate two different modes.
The first is when only frequency throttling is used. The second
mode is when we also allow frequency boost, which is 25%
higher than the base frequency. This is similar to the study in
[16] and is often employed in real designs with overclocking
strategies [17]. The simulation results are summarized in Fig.7,
where for each of the ten video stream benchmarks (shown on

the x axis) we show nine data points (i.e., a cluster of nine
bars), which include the base case (i.e, no DVFS being used),
the cases where frequency is only throttled t5, t50, t100, t500
for history windows of length 5, 50, 100, 500 control periods,
and finally the cases where frequency can be both throttled
and boosted b5, b50, b100, b500 again for history windows
of length 5, 50, 100, 500 control periods.
We observe that as the history window is increased the
impact of the DVFS in terms of reducing power consumption
is more significant as shown by the smaller power consumption
for each of the ten benchmarks in Fig.7.a. In addition, as
expected, once frequency boosting is enabled, the power
consumption increases compared to when only frequency
throttling is used (see taller four bars on the right hand side
for each benchmark in Fig.7.a). Frequency boost does help to

reduce the average network latency compared to when only
frequency throttling is used as seen in Fig.7.b. However, the
latency is larger than in the base case when no DVFS is used.
This is because when any of the video stream benchmarks
are processed by the VNOC+H.264 simulator, the NoC is
not operated at a packet injection rate that is high enough
to trigger a lot of frequency boosting. Because at low and
moderate packet injection rates mostly frequency throttling is
triggered by the DVFS algorithm, the latency is worse than the
base case. Nevertheless, from a power delay product (PDP)
perspective the DVFS algorithm has a positive impact in that
the PDP values are lower across the board compared to the
base case as seen in Fig.7.c.
C. Qualitative Validation of Decoded Video Quality
Finally, to validate the VNOC+H.264 video decoder working under DVFS, we compared frame by frame its decoded
video stream with that produced by the traditional implementation where the communication was done using the traditional
memory-mapped programming model. Fig.8 shows qualitatively a side by side comparison of selected frames from the
decoded output of one of the video stream benchmarks. The
decoded video streams are the same confirming the correctness
of the NoC based implementation.
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Fig. 8. Qualitative comparison of three different frames processed with the
original memory-mapped based communication H.264 decoder and with the
new NoC based communication H.264 decoder. a), c), e) Frames index 1, 30,
and 60 of video stream benchmark Stefan decoded by the reference memorymapped implementation. b), d), f) The same frames decoded by the NoC
based implementation.

V. C ONCLUSION
As a departure from traditional NoC simulation tools that
use mostly synthetic traffic workloads, we described the use
of an NoC simulation framework, that is able to exercise the
NoC with truly real traffic in order to investigate dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling for a network-on-chip based
H.264 video decoder. The simulation framework combines
both the NoC and the H.264 video decoder modules. Without
such a simulation capability, the NoC would be designed
using simulations based on synthetic traffic, which may not
be accurate and could lead to sub-optimal solutions.
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